
Neighborhood Conservation Program Review (NCPR) 
Working Group – Meeting #2 

June 20, 2019 
 

Meeting Summary 
 

Meeting location: 2100 Clarendon Blvd., Rm. 311 
Meeting #1 Agenda: Work Plan Document, Broader Planning and Policy, “Deep Dive” into NC Program  
and Projects Process   
 
Community members in attendance: Hans Bauman (Co-Chair), Kathy Reeder, Howard Solodky, Margarita 

Brose, Daniel Weir, Girair Simon, Claire O’Dea, Tina Worden, Sarah McKinley. 
 
County staff members in attendance: Anthony Fusarelli (Co-Chair), Tim McIntosh (CPHD), Michelle 

Stafford (DES), Bernadette Grullon (PR), Laura Simpson (CPHD), Ramzi Awwad (DES) 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
  
1. Opening and Introductions 

a. Welcome and opening remarks were provided by Co-Chairs Anthony Fusarelli and Hans Bauman, 
followed by quick round of introductions 

2. Introduction of Draft Work Plan Document 

a. A. Fusarelli provided brief introduction and background to the “Work Plan” document; 

b. Feedback from the group was that the structure of the document was clear and helpful, and does a 
nice job of laying things out in a sensible way; 

c. Ideally, would like to complete Discovery Phase by early September, but acknowledge we have a lot 
to cover and may have follow-up questions on meeting content between now and then; 

 

3. Broader Planning and Policy Background and Context Influencing Capital and Other County Projects 

a. A. Fusarelli provided overview presentation on planning/policy origins of Neighborhood 
Conservation Program, followed by high level overview of how the Comprehensive Plan and its 
elements inform County decisions about investments in public infrastructure and related community 
elements. Discussion ensued, including: 

b. Comments shared that part of the origins if NC related to social equity considerations, including 
efforts to address areas with greater proportions of minorities and lower income households; 

c. Discussion raised questions and comments about the relationship between NC Plans and other 
County policies – and how one influences the other? It was noted that the recently adopted Public 
Spaces Master Plan identifies that one of the ranking criteria for potential land acquisition is 
whether the property is identified for acquisition in the pertinent NC Plan.  

d. Also, what role do NC plans have in Sector Plan/Area Plan processes? That is, if neighborhoods 
didn’t create NC Plans for NC project/process purposes, what other process would be impacted 
and/or need to be adjusted? 

e. Other questions raised as to whether a park (capital maintenance) project needed to be included in 
an NC Plan to be implemented by the County? Per County processes, this is not a requirement, and 
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in fact, DPR uses various internal resources/processes to identify projects for advancement.  That 
said, it is generally true that neighborhood support for a public space project being implemented by 
DPR never hurts. 

f. Questions were also raised about the future role of Streetlight Plans, and comments raised that not 
having street lighting standards is a challenge – various thoughts as to whether something like 
Streetlight standards is an appropriate item to include as part of Comprehensive Plan?  

g. Brief, high-level discussion about how staff evaluates potential for other infrastructure (water main, 
sewer main, stormwater main, etc.) to be included in NC Projects – more detail to be provided on 
this in future meetings; 

h. Questions raised about the County’s decision-making process regarding certain projects that appear 
to prioritize one Comprehensive Plan goal/aspiration over/at the expense of another – and how this 
gets reconciled? (9th Street South trail connector project cited as a case study for this 
question/challenge) 

4. “Deep Dive” into the Neighborhood Conservation Process 

a. T. McIntosh provided “Deep Dive” overview presentation regarding the NC Process, particularly 
involving NC Projects involving street/sidewalk and parks projects.  

b. Questions raised about the neighborhood efforts to survey residents, and staff’s role in providing 
templates for surveys to try to capture certain components of the plan consistently; 

c. In response to questions, it was noted that it may take at least 18-24 months, and sometimes 3-4 
years or more for a neighborhood to develop an NC Plan.  

d. It was also noted/discussed that while NCAC votes to make recommendations to the County Board 
regarding specific projects, the Board ultimately has the final decision to make regarding project 
approval and funding; 

e. Based on past projects, approximately 75% of NC Projects are transportation-focused, while 
approximately 25% are park projects and playground enhancements; 

f. Questions led to discussion about how “beautification” is defined – namely landscaping, 
interpretative signage, things that make more attractive areas that maybe just open, underutilized 
space; 

g. Regarding the process, it was noted that for the First Petition (informal petition), each property 
owner is asked if they are interested in the sidewalk project - 60% support is needed for 
endorsement by CA; 

h. There was discussion around how individual civic associations operate, and acknowledgment that all 
operate differently – which presents challenges to staff – as they do not govern how civic 
associations operate. An example of this is how some NC Plans prioritize certain, specific projects – 
but other NC Plan don’t prioritize at all, leave it somewhat open ended; 

i. Questions were raised on what happens if a project hits a “NO” moment? It depends, but a project 
could stay in funding queue; it may be redesigned, resubmitted, rescoped, or.....sometimes the 
neighborhood changes and the project gains enough support to become YES.  On occasion, there 
can be a project that is a definite NO, and simply goes away. (examples, several blocks of North 
Oakland Street approaching Wilson Boulevard); 

j. A few important points of discussion here were whether a scope of a project may change depending 
on County Policy, and noting distinction between property owner support versus broader 
neighborhood support. 
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k. For Phase 2, once the clipboard petition has passed, project goes through scoping checklist, 
addressed by DES staff. After concept design, a neighborhood meeting is held, and a second, more 
formal petition is sent out by staff.  That petition must receive approval from more than 60% of the 
affected linear frontage.  ; 

l. Depending on funding sources, projects funded thru grants (state/federal), include entire other 
processes for documentation and evaluation (and more review for VDOT ROW touching projects), in 
addition to standards County holds for such projects. 

m. There was question/discussion about how the points system to evaluate/score projects gets defined 
– it was clarified that the Board defines the points system. Also noted that around four or five years 
ago, efforts tried to re-evaluate points and petitioning process, but NCAC could not agree on what 
should be changed and how to changed it; 

n. There was also question/discussion about NC membership, and that NCAC members are self-
appointed through the NC process; civic association presidents send letters to staff to identify their 
neighborhood’s own members to serve on NCAC; 

o. In the discussion of why top projects might not qualify and what happens then, it was noted that a 
project that failed petition can remain on the list and still accrue points; Staff want neighborhoods 
to be serious about the projects they put forth - not just placeholders. 

p. For parks projects processes, a lot of the same thing happens at beginning;  

q. In terms of defining/scoping a project, two working group meetings at a minimum, hold public 
meetings to do scoping of project, for understanding what the CA would like to see in a project, in 
very conceptual way;  

r. Then, CA meets twice, then once approved by CA, becomes qualified project - then seek funding for 
that as well; 

s. These processes involve coordination among DPR between NC and maintenance staff, to better 
understand opportunities to coordinate project elements within NC portion and non-NC portion in 
sensible way. 

5. Next Steps and Business Items 

a. The Chairs asked whether the two-hour length of the meetings held thus far is generally an 
appropriate length, with the group agreeing that it was the right length; 

b. A. Fusarelli noted that based on Doodle responses, the best fit options for the next three 
meetings include (tentatively), July 9, July 25, and September 5.  Meeting appointments to 
follow shortly. 

6. Meeting adjourned shortly after 9PM. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

QUESTIONS FOR FOLLOW-UP: 

 Why does the Comprehensive Plan include both the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Plan and the 
Stormwater Master Plan – how are they different, and how do they relate? 

 What’s the actual relationship between NC Plans, and identification of parks projects, and the 
ability/process to get a parks project accomplished in the County? 
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 What more information/update can be shared or provided to the group regarding the status/outlook for 
Streetlight Plans/Standards? 

 Other? 

 

——————————————————----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 


